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Common Questions/FAQs

Copy of slides/video recording
Everyone registered for this webinar will receive a copy of the PDF slides and a 
link to the video recording within the next two business days via email. Please 
monitor your junk email folder.

Certificate of Attendance
We provide a free, digital certificate of attendance for live attendees for 
technical topic webinars. There will be a link/QR code to a short form/survey 
provided at the end of this session which you need to complete in order to 
receive one. Once completed, we’ll endeavour to send your certificate to you 
within the next four business days.





Born in the U.K a long long time ago when transistors were the upcoming technology. 
I qualified in electronics back in the 1980's and have been involved in electronics design and 
maintenance ever since. On a parallel timeline, I have also spent many
years teaching electronics and maths. I'm sometimes obsessed with counting and measuring 
whatever I can see, hear orget my hands on. 
The world of numbers make up a very important language without which, the subject of 
engineering becomes very vague. 
There are two sayings which guide my engineering outlook:
1. "If you can't measure it, you're guessing when you fix it.“
2. With regard to safety, "Be sure.”

I am a big fan of making concepts simple to understand. I will also get my hands (and arms) as 
dirty and greasy as they need to be to get a machine working. 
Outside of the working arena, I run (slowly) and take part in open water swimming. Twenty years 
ago, 100 mile runs and ultramarathons were quite normal events but theParkRun has become 
more attractive in recent years. 
We should never stop learning something new every day and never be scared of asking a question. 
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Please note in advance:

Many of the illustrations are hand-drawn!



Measurement – some ancient history

What is this thing called “Measurement” ?

From www.etymonline.com, the actual  approximate word 
dates back 800-900 years.

The practice of measurement has been in  use for thousands 
of years!

Think astronomy. Think pyramids.

http://www.etymonline.com/


Measurement - similar words

Related words usually involve ‘meter’ or ‘metre” as in 

Measuring units ‘centimeter’, ‘kilometer’ or 

Measurements - ‘diameter’ , ‘perimeter’ or

Various fields of measurement - ‘geometry’, trigonometry, ‘optometry’

Measurement revolves around asking “How much of something?”

Here’s a brandnew word that we need - “Electrometry” !!



‘Feeling’ a measurement

When we measure a quantity, we are asking the question “How much ?” but to be able to make sense of the 
measurement, it’s important to have an idea in advance of what we are expecting to find.

E.g A newborn elephant has just been weighed at 60kg.
Do you feel that that’s a pretty big newborn? 



As it happens, no it’s not. 
That would actually be a really small one.

The baby in front on the right probably weighed in at around 
90+kg when it was born.

How do we set about developing this ‘feel’ for measurements ?

Experience !

Let’s take a look at some of the measurements in the electrical 
world.



Electrical people history

Alessandro Volta Andre-Marie Ampere Georg Ohm James Watt
1745 – 1827 1775 – 1836 1789 -1854 1736 – 1819

Pictures from the amazing online Encyclopedia Britannica.

Photographs really only got under way around the late 1820’s but fortunately there were artists.

NOW we can start talking about electrical measurements.



A measuring instrument - the famous DT830 multimeter

It helps to have a measuring instrument 
but there is no sarcasm here...

This model might be the most mass-
produced multimeter on the planet.

Alessandro’s, Andre-Marie’s, Georg’s (or 
Volts, Amps and Ohms)



A quick walkaround the dial of the DT830 multimeter while it’s lying down.

A word or two -
Multi = many
Meter = measure(r)

From the top-left of the meter
DC Volts
AC Volts
DC Amps
Diode and hfe
DC Ohms*  (AC Ohms?)

On this meter, the display digits are a bit 
tired - that is 00.0



By H005 - Own work, Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.ph
p?curid=3663837

This mark should indicate that the meter has 
been made in accordance with CE safety 
directives

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3663837


CAT markings are a topic on their own but there 
ought to be a voltage right next to the CAT II 
marking on the meter.
(CAT is short for CATegory)

750V a.c between those two terminals?

Or 1000V dc?

There are warning signs but ...

First, we’ll look inside and then some Ohm’s Law



This particular version has gained a signal 
generator (sort of) option and some extra 
instructions on using the 10A range.

It has also lost the CE mark and the CAT rating!

There are two important aspects here.

1. Read the markings.

2. FEEL if it’s ok. (not with your finger)

Now it’s time for Ohm’s Law!



Would we want to connect 1000v or 750v to the lower 
two sockets?

This is where the theory and the feeling separate.

Theory might say that the surface resistance/insulation 
resistance of the pcb is high enough.

Feeling says maybe not.



What’s in an analog meter, electrically speaking?

There’s a coil of wire(with resistance), a magnet, 
some bearings and a pointer.

What makes the pointer move?
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50 uA flowing through the meter coil



The lefthand meter is suffering!



This condition is known as FSD or Full 
Scale Deflection.

The current through the coil has caused 
the needle to deflect the full length of 
the scale.

This leads to a measurement value for 
the meter movement.

Here comes Ohm’s Law...



To make it easier, we’ll 
go for a simpler sketch
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A budget analog meter.
This movement is  2000 ohm/V.
It needs 500uA for FSD.

On the 10V range, it will then have 
10x2000 Ohms across the input 
terminals.



An electronic circuit with a much higher 
resistance ~ 1M.ohm

We attach the meter leads and the 
circuit stops working !

V.cap will never rise to the 2/3V trip 
point.
The 20k is now loading the 1M and 
pulling it down
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This isn’t the same meter 
but the idea is the same
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The matter of Jumper Leads



Solar panel measurements
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Thank you



Course Intake/start date

Professional Certificate of Competency in Hydrogen Energy – Production, Delivery, Storage, 
and Use

24 January 2023

Professional Certificate of Competency in Electrical Power System Fundamentals for Non 
Electrical Engineers

13 February 2023

Online - Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering) 13 February 2023

Undergraduate Certificate in Electrical Engineering 13 February 2023

Professional Certificate of Competency in Electrical Power System Protection 20 February 2023

On-Campus Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctorate degrees (Perth or Melbourne, Australia) 20 February 2023

52883WA Advanced Diploma of Applied Electrical Engineering (Electrical Systems) 3 April 2023

See our full course schedule here: www.eit.edu.au/schedule/

Want to learn more?
We have a range of upcoming programs in electrical engineering. 

https://www.eit.edu.au/schedule/


Register for our upcoming webinars here: www.eit.edu.au/news-events/events/

Upcoming Webinars

https://www.eit.edu.au/news-events/events/


To receive your digital certificate of attendance for participating in this 
webinar, please fill out the form and survey here (or scan the QR Code):

Certificate of Attendance

Please note that Certificate of Attendances will be sent out in the next 1-2 business days.

qrco.de/bddhfP

https://qrco.de/bddhfP
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